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ABSTRACT 
Let K be a number field and q~ 6 K(z) a rational function. Let S be the set of all archimedean places of 
K and all non-archimedean places associated to the prime ideals of bad reduction for 4~. We prove an 
upper bound for the length of finite orbits for q~ in IPl (K) depending only on the cardinality of S. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
Let K be a number field and R its ring of  integers. With every rational function 
(2 ~ K(z) we associate in the canonical way a rational map • : I?l --+ I?l defined over 
K. By an orbit for qb we mean a set Oo)(P) = {~n(p) ] n E Z~>II}, where P ~ I?1 (K), 
qb ° is the identity map, and ~" is the n-th iterate of qb. The point P is called a 
pre-periodic point for • if the set O,(P) is finite. This definition is due to the 
following fact: if Oq~(P) is finite then there exist two integers n ~ Z~>0 and m E Z>0 
such that ~" (P )  = ¢b"+m(P). In this case one says that ~n (p)  is a periodic point 
for ~. I f  m is the smallest positive integer with the above property, then one says 
that m is the period of P. If P is a periodic point then its orbit is called a cycle. 
It is not difficult to prove that every polynomial in Z[x] has cycles in Z of  length 
at most 2 and every finite orbit has cardinality at most 6. in [11], Narkiewicz 
considered the case that qb is a monic polynomial with coefficients in the ring of  
S-integers Rs of K (see the definition at the beginning of  the next section), where 
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S is a finite set of valuations of K containing all archimedean valuations. In this 
case, he proved that if B(qb) is the maximum of the lengths of the cycles of qb, then 
B(*) <<, C Isr(Isl+2), where C is an absolute constant. This can be improved using 
work of Pezda [13]. Indeed, by combining Pezda's main result [13, Theorem 1] 
concerning polynomial maps in local rings with an estimate in [1, Theorem 4.7] for 
the size of the I SI-th rational prime, one obtains 
(1) B(Rs) ~ [12ISI log(5lSD] 2[K:QI+I. 
Later, Narkiewicz and Pezda [12] extended Pezda's result from [13, Theorem 1] 
from cycles to any orbits of finite length, i.e., they took into consideration also 
pre-periodic points. By combining the bound in (1) with a result by Evertse [6] 
on the number of non-degenerate solutions of S-unit equations in three variables, 
they obtained ([12, Theorem 1]) that the length of a finite orbit in K for a monic 
polynomial qb with coefficients in Rs is at most 
1 ~[121SI log(51SI)] 2[K:QI+I (31 + 210311SI) - 1. 
R. Benedetto has recently obtained a different bound, again for polynomial maps, 
but his bound also depends on the degree of the map. He proved in [2] that if ~b E 
K [z] is a polynomial of degree d ~> 2 which has bad reduction at s primes of K, then 
the number ofpre-periodic points of~b is at most O(s logs). The big-O constant is 
essent ia l l y  (d 2 - 2d + 2)/ logd for large s. Benedetto's proof relies on a detailed 
analysis of p-adic Julia sets. 
In the present paper we extend the result by Narkiewicz and Pezda for finite 
orbits of polynomial maps discussed above to finite orbits of rational maps. The 
crucial condition in our result is that the rational map under consideration has good 
reduction outside a given finite set of valuations S (see the definition below). As a 
consequence, we prove a result about the finite orbits of the endomorphisms of 1?1 
belonging to a finitely generated semigroup that have good reduction outside S. 
We recall the definition of good reduction for a rational map at a non-zero prime 
ideal p (for the details see [10] or [4]): a rational map • :1?1 ~ I?1, defined over 
K, has good reduction at a prime ideal p if there exists a rational map ~ : 171 ~ 171, 
defined over K (p), such that deg • = deg ~ and the following diagram 
~I,K ¢' > ~I,K 
~l,K(p) ~ > ~l,K(p) 
is commutative, where ~ is the reduction modulo p. In other words, an endomor- 
phism • of 1?1 defined over K has good reduction at p if qb can be written as 
qb([X : Y]) = IF(X, Y), G(X; Y)], where F and G are homogeneous polynomials 
of the same degree, with coefficients in the local ring RO of R at p, and such that 
the resultant Res(F, G) of polynomials F and G is a p-unit in Rp. Note that, from 
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this definition, a rational map on I?I(K) associated to a polynomial in K[z] has 
good reduction outside S if and only if its coefficients are S-integers and its leading 
coefficient is an S-unit. 
In this paper we prove: 
Theorem 1. Let K be a number field. Let S be a finite set of cardinality s of places 
of K containing all the archimedean ones. There exists a number c(s), depending 
only on s, such that the length of every,finite orbit in I?I(K), for rational maps 
with good reduction outside S, is bounded by c(s). The constant c(s) can be chosen 
equal to 
(2) + + 
The proof of Theorem l uses two non-elementary facts: the first is [9, Corol- 
lary B] where Morton and Silverman proved that if • is a rational map of degree 
~> 2 which has bad reduction only at t prime ideals of K and P ~ ~1 (K) is a periodic 
point with minimal period n, then the inequality 
(3) n ~< [12(t + 2)log(5(t +2))]  4[K:Q] 
holds. The second one is the theorem proved by Evertse, Schlickewei and Schmidt 
in [7] on the number of non-degenerate solutions (Ul . . . . .  u,) c F to equation 
alul + . . .  + a,,u,, = 1, where F is a given subgroup of (C*)" of finite rank and 
the ai's are given non-zero elements of K. For n = 2 and al = a2 = 1 we use the 
upper bound proved by Beukers and Schlickewei in [3]. The main point to obtain 
the estimate of Theorem 1 is the fact that the upper bounds in the theorems in [7] 
and [3] only depend on the rank of F. 
From Theorem 1 we easily deduce the following result concerning finite orbits for 
rational maps contained in a given finitely generated semigroup ofendomorphisms 
of IPl : 
Corollary 1. Let 5 be a .finitely generated semigroup of endomorphisms of ]?1 
dgfined over a number field K. There exists a un([brm upper bound C which bounds 
the length qf eve~T.finite orbit in IP l ( K ) Jor any rational map in ~. Furthermore it
is possible to give an explicit boundJbr C in terms of a set of generators of ~. 
2. PROOFS 
Throughout the present paper, the following notation is used: 
K a number field; 
R the ring of integers of K; 
p a non-zero prime ideal of R; 
vp the p-adic valuation on R corresponding to the prime ideal I0 (we always assume 
vp to be normalized so that %(K*) =- •); 
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S a fixed finite set of places of K of cardinality s including all archimedean 
places; 
Rs := {x 6 K ] v 0 (x) ~> 0 for every prime ideal p ¢ S} the ring of S-integers; 
R~ := {x E K* I vp (x) = 0 for every prime ideal p ¢ S} the group of S-units. 
Let P1 = [xl : Y l ]  and P2 = [X2 : Y2] be points in ]?l (K). Using the notation of [10] 
we will denote by 
(4) 30 (P1, P2) = vp (xlY2 - x2Yl) - min{%(xl), vp(Yl) } - min{vo(x2), vp(y2) } 
the p-adic logarithmic distance between the points P1, P2; note that 80 (PI, P2) is 
independent of the choice of the homogeneous coordinates, i.e. it is well defined. 
We wilt use the two following propositions contained in [ 10]: 
Proposition 1 [ 1 O, Proposition 5.1 ]. 
6p(PI, P3)/> min{6p(P1, P2), 60 (P2, P3)} 
for all P1, P2, P3 ~ ?l (K). 
Proposition 2 [10, Proposition 5.2]. Let ~:? I (K )  --+ ? l (K)  be a rational map 
defined over K. Then 
8p(qb(P), qb(Q)) ~> 8p(P, Q) 
for all P, Q E ]? l ( K ) and all prime ideals p of good reduction for ~. 
With (Q-m .. . . .  Qo . . . . .  Qn-1) we always represent a finite orbit for a rational 
map • in which the 0-th term Qo is a point of period n for qJ. Moreover, for all in- 
dices i >~ -m, Oi+l = ~(Oi) holds, bearing in mind that Qn = Qo. We will use the 
following remark which is a direct consequence of the previous two propositions. 
Remark 1. Let (Q-m .. . . .  Qo . . . . .  Qn-1) be a finite orbit in ~t (K) for a rational 
map ~ with good reduction outside S; then for all integers a, b with -m ~< a ~< 
n - I, b ~> 0, k ~> 0 and for every prime ideal p ¢ S 
30 (Qa, Qa+kb) 
~> min{6p (Qa, Qa+b), 60 (Qa+b, Qa+2b) . . . . .  60 (Q,+(~-l)b, Qa+kb)} 
---- 6p(Qa, Qa+b). 
Proof. It is a direct application of the triangle inequality (Proposition 1) and 
Proposition 2. In fact the b-th iterate of • has good reduction at every prime ideal 
p ~ S, therefore 
30 (Qa+lb, Qa+(l+l)b) = 30 (~b(Qa+(I-l)b), ~b(Qa+lb)) >~ 60 (Qa+(l-l)b, Qa+lb) 
for all integers/, k with 0 < 1 ~< k. [] 
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In the first version of this paper, in Theorem 1, we proved an upper bound of 
the form c(s, h) also depending on the class number h of the ring Rs. Indeed 
we worked with a set S of places of K containing S such that the ring Rs was 
a principal ideal domain. From a simple inductive argument it follows that it is 
possible to choose S such that IS] ~< s + h - 1. From some suitable applications 
of Proposition 1 and Proposition 2, we obtained some equations in two and three 
~-units and by using the upper bounds proved by Evertse in [5] and [6] we deduced 
a bound in Theorem 1. Following the useful suggestions made by the anonymous 
referee we shall use, instead of the classical S-unit equation theorem, the refined 
result of Evertse, Schlickewei and Schmidt [7] (and of Beukers and Schlickewei [3] 
for n = 2) leading to an upper bound in Theorem 1 depending only on the cardinality 
of S, even if Rs is not a principal ideal domain. Now we state the last two quoted 
theorems and then we present the referee's suggestion to use these results. 
Let L be a number field. Let (L*) n denote the n-fold direct product of L*, 
with coordinatewise multiplication (xl . . . . .  x,~)( yl . . . . .  y~) = (x l yl . . . . .  x~y,,) and 
exponentiation (xl . . . . .  xn) t = (xtl . . . . .  x~). We say that a subgroup F of (L*) ~ has 
rank r if F has a free subgroup F0 of rank r such that for every x • F there is 
m • Z>0 with x" • F0. 
Theorem A [3]. Let L be a number f ield and let F be a subgroup o f  (L*) 2 o f  
rank r. Then the equation 
x+y=l  in (x ,y )•F  
has at most 2 s('+l) solutions. 
Theorem B [7]. Let L be a number.field, let n >~ 3 and let a l . . . . .  an be non-zero 
elements o['L. Furthet; let F be a subgroup of (L*)  n o f  rank r. Then the equation 
a lx l+. . .+a ,~x, ,= l  in(xl . . . . .  xn)•F  
has at most e (6'')~''cr+ l ) solutions uch that E i  ¢ I ai Yi ~ O foF each non-empty subset 
I C {1 . . . . .  n}. 
Let a j 
each i • 
. . . .  ah be a full system of representatives for the ideal classes of Rs. For 
I . . . . .  h } there is an S-integer o~i • Rs such that 
h (5) ai = ffi RS. 
Let L be the extension of K given by 
(6) L = K(¢, ~ . . . . .  ~)  
where ~ is a primitive h-th root of unity. Of course if h = 1 then L = K. Let us 
define the following subgroups of L* 
:={acL* ]3meZ~0wi tha  re•K*}  
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and 
~ss  := {a 6 L* ] 3m c Z>o with a m ~ R* s}. 
Let S denote the set of places of L lying above the places in S and denote by Rs and 
R~ the ring of S-integers and the group of S-units, respectively, in L. By definition 
it is clear that R~ • ~ -- ~ and so it follows that ~ss  is a subgroup of L* of 
rank s - 1. With the just stated notation we prove the following: 
Proposition 3. Let L and S be as above. Let c~ be a rational map from Pl to P1 
defined over L, having good reduction at all prime ideals outside S. Let 
(7) [P-m . . . . .  P-~, PO} 
be a set of m + 1 distinct points of PI (L) such that ~(Pi) = Pi+l for all i 
{-m . . . . .  -1} and ~(Po) = Po. Further, suppose that Pi = [xi : yi]for all indices 
i ~ {-m . . . . .  0}, where xi, Yi ~ L such that 
(1) xo =0,  yo = 1; 
(2) xiRs + yiRs = Rsfor all indices i ~ {-m . . . . .  0}; 
(3) xiyj - xjyi E ~/-K~ for any distinct indices i, j c { -m . . . . .  0}. 
Then m < e 1012s - 2. 
The proof of this proposition will be a direct consequence of the following three 
lemmas. 
Lemma 1. Under the hypotheses of Proposition 3, let Pl-~ . . . . .  El-l, Pt be distinct 
points of the orbit (7) such that for every prime ideal p ~ S 
(8) 3p(Pl_i, Po)=gp(Pt, Po) foreveryindexO<.i<.k. 
Then k < 216s. 
Proof. By Proposition 1and condition (8) we have for every prime ideal p ¢ S and 
any two indices i, j with k/> i > j ~> 0, 
(9) ~p(P/- i ,  Pl-j) ~ min{~p(Pz_i, P0), ~p (Pz-j, Po)} = 8p (Pz, Po). 
Let m be the largest integer such that I - i + m(i - j) < 0. Using P, = Po for all 
n/> 0 and by applying Remark 1 with a = l - i, b = i - j ,  k = m + l to the orbit 
(P-m . . . . .  P-l,  P0) we obtain 
C~p( Pl-i, PO) ~ min{8t0 (Pz-i, Pt-j), 6p( Pz-j, P/+i-2j) . . . . .  ~p( Pl-i+m(i-j), P0)} 
= 6p (Pt-i ,  Pt- j ) .  
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By the last inequality, (8) and (9) we have that 
(10) 6p(Pz ~, P/ ,i) =~p(Pz, Po). 
Note that by condition (2) of  Proposition 3 
(11) 3p(Pi ,  P i )=  Vp(Xiyj -x jy i )  
for all indices i, j ¢ { -m . . . . .  0} and every prime ideal p ~ S. Let i e {1 . . . . .  k}. 
Using Po = [0'  1 ] we obtain from condition (3) of  Proposition 3 that xz-i e x /K  z 
and from (11), (8) that xl iRs -~XlRs. Hence 
X/ i , 
(12) ul-i := e R s A x/K 7 = * 
Yl 
and Pl- i  = [Xl ".vI i/Ul i]. Furthermore, again from condition (3) of Proposition 3 
combined with (10) and (12) we deduce that 
Yl i VI j--?'(I j Y l - i  Y l -  i Vl-i , . /~  
(13) ul i,l j :=  " - " ~eR s A ~ =  * V--,~ XI t t l - i l l l - j  U l - j  bll-i 
for all distinct indices i, j e {0 . . . . .  k}. In particular, either k e {0, 1} or we have a 
system of  three equations 
(14) 
Yl - -  Y/ I /U l  I ~ HI I , I ,  
Y l - -Y l  i/bll i ~bl l  i,I, 
Yl I/i l l  I - -Y l  i /Ul i=t l l  i,I 1. 
The first one is obtained from (13) substituting j = 0 and i = 1 and the two other 
ones with j = 0, j -- I and i an arbitrary index k ~> i ~> 2 (recall that u /= 1). 
We deduce from (14) the following linear relation: 
UI-I,I ~- tll-i,I I z bll_i,i, 
so (m-l ,z /uz- i , t ,ut- i , l - I /ut - i , t )  e ~ × ~ is a solution of  the equation 
u + v = I. Note that the group ~ x ~ has rank 2(s - 1). Therefore, by 
Theorem A (Beukers and Schlickewei [3]) with F = ~ x x/-R~,~,, there are at 
most 2 s~2~' 2+1) = 216~ s possibilities for (u;-i,;/uz i j ,  ul i,; i/ui i,l). NOW from 
(14) it follows that 
Yl- i  H I  i,I 
- -  Y l  - -  U I - I . I .  
I~tl-i tll I,I 
Thus the set of points {Pz i = [xz "Y l - i /U l - i ] l k  ~ i >~ 2} has cardinality bounded 
by 216s 8 so k ~ 216s 8 + 1 < 216s. [] 
The next step is to prove an upper bound for the number of points P-i of(7) such 
that x i Rs ~ x i ~ t Rs which depends only on s. We need two lemmas. 
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We say that a number T E Rs \ {0} is representable in two essentially different 
ways as sum of two elements of x/-~s if there are u~, u2, 1)1,1)2 such that 
(15) T=Ul@U2=Vl+1)2 ;  Ul,U2,1)I,1)2E¢/-R-*s; {Ul, u2} .;g- {1)1, v2}. 
Lemma 2. The number of  distinct non-zero principal ideals T • Rs such that T is 
representable in two essentially different ways as sum of two elements of  v~s  is 
bounded above by e ( 18)9 (3s--2). 
Proof. Let T ~ Rs \ {0} and ul, U2, Vl, 1)2 be as in (15). This gives rise to an identity 
u 1 u2 1)2 
+ -1  
Yl Vl Yl 
whose left-hand side does not have vanishing subsums. Now, applying Theorem B 
(Evertse, Schlickewei and Schmidt [7]) with n = 3 and r = ~ × x /~ × x/ /~ we 
obtain that for the principal ideal 
T .Rs=v l  1+ .Rs 
we have at most e (18)9(3s-2) possibilities. [] 
Remark 2. By the previous lemma, we can choose a set ff of S-integers, with 
cardinality at most  e (18)9(3s-2) , such that every non-zero S-integer with the property 
(15) is representable as uT, where u 6 R~ and T ~ if:. 
Lemma 3. Under the hypotheses of  Proposition 3, i f  P,5 = [x~5 : Yn5], P~4 = 
[Xn4 : Yn4], Pn3 = [Xn3 : Yn3], Pn2 = [Xn2 : Yn2], Phi = [xnl : Ynl ] with n5 < n4 < n3 < 
n2 < nl < 0 are five distinct points of  the orbit (7), then xnl/Xn2 is a non-zero 
S-integer that is representable, in two essentially different ways, as sum of two 
elements of  x/-~s. 
Proof. Since ~(P0) = Po = [0 : 1], by applying Proposition 2 with ~ni-nj, p = 
P~j and Q = Po, it follows that x,j  Ix, i in Rs for all couples of integers j /> i. 
Therefore there exist four non-zero S-integers T1, T2, ~,  T4 such that 
x, i = Tixni+ l foral l i6{1,2,3,4} 
and so for every pair of indices i, j with 1 ~< i < j <~ 5 
(16) xni = Ti . . . . .  Tj-lXnj. 
By Remark 1 we have for a suitable integer m that 
3p(Pnj, Po)/> min{3p(Pnj, Phi), 3p(Pni, Pz, i-nj) . . . . .  6p(Pm.~i-(m-1)nj, P0)} 
= 3p(Pni, Pnj) 
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hence (x,,~y,,~ -x , ,~  y , i )  divides x , j  in Rs. By conditions (1) and (3) of Proposi- 
tion 3, the numbers (x , i  y,,~ - x,,~ y~j ) and x~j belong to v/-~. In combination with 
identity (16) this implies 
(17) .v,,i - L . . . . .  Ti l Y,,i = 
Xnj  Yn i - -  Xn i Yn j  
Xnj 
e R ;N~¥= ~, .  
From (17) we obtain: 
(18) Yn I - -  T lYn2  = 1)1, 
(19) Yn2 - T2Yn3 ---- v2, 
(20)  Yn I - -  TI T2Yn  3 = 1)3, 
(21)  yn 3 - T3Yn  4 = v4,  
(22) Yn2 - -  T2T3Yn4 = 1)5, 
(23) Y,,I - TI T2T3Yn4 = v6,  
(24) Yn2 - T2~T4y,5  = v7, 
(25) Ynl - Tt T2T3T4y,5 = 1)8, 
(26) Yn3 - -  T~T4y, ,~ = 1)9, 
(27) Y,,4 - 74Y,,5 = 1)m, 
where vi • ~ for i -- 1 . . . . .  10. 
From (18), (20) and (19) we obtain 
1)3 1)1 
(28) TI . . . .  . 
/)2 1)2 
From (23), (18) and (22) we obtain 
1)6 1) 1 
(29) Tt -- 
~)5 I)5 
From (25), (18) and (24) we obtain 
1)8 1)1 
(30) TI . . . .  . 
1)7 1)7 
Now we finish our argument by proving that among (28), (29), (30) there exist at 
least two distinct representations of TI as sum of two elements of ~ . .  From (24), 
(19) and (26) we obtain that T~ -- ,7-,,2. therefore vv # v2 and so 
V 9 
1)o " 1)o 1)7 u7 1)2 1)7 
From (24), (22) and (27) we obtain that T2T3 - ,~7-~5. therefore 1)7 # v5 and so 
Vl0 ' 
(32) 
/) 5 IJq 1)7 I)7 1)5 1)7 " 
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From (31) and (32) it follows that 
{v3 v, I {v6 vl / {v8 vl / v 
/32 l)2 1)5 1)5 1)7 1)7 1)2 1)5 
vs-v2 ¢0holds.  [] But this is not possible since, by (22), (19) and (21), T2 - v4 
Proof of Proposition 3. The set {P/ . . . . . .  P i I '  P-I} of all points P_j  of the orbit 
(7) such that x_ jRs  7 k x - j+ lRs  has cardinality r + 1 ~< 4 + e (18)9(3s-2). Indeed, if 
such five points do no exist we are done; otherwise for every index it-2 < it ~< il 
we apply the previous lemma with nl = -1, n2 = it, n3 -- ir-2, n4 -= i r - l ,  n5 = ir 
obtaining that x_ lx i ,  1 = uT  where T ~ ~ (the set chosen in Remark 2) and u is a 
suitable S-unit. Therefore 
Pi, = [x_  1 / T : uyit ]. 
In this way we have proved that r is bounded by 3 + I~1, Now, by Lemma 1, it is 
clear that it is possible to choose as upper bound for m the number 
(4 + e(18)9(3s-2))(216s q - 1)< e(10)12s -- 2. [] 
Proof of Theorem 1. We first show that the bound (2) holds for the finite orbits 
in K for rational maps of degree 1, i.e., automorphisms of 171 (K). Indeed every 
pre-periodic point for a bijection is a periodic point. Thus we have to study only 
the cycle lengths. If a point of I71 (K) is a periodic point for an automorphism 
~ PGLe(K), with period n/> 3, then ~n is the identity map of 171 (K). Hence 
is represented by a matrix in GLe(K), with two eigenvalues whose quotient is a 
primitive n-th root of unity. Since this root of unity has degree at most 2[K : Q], it 
follows that n ~< 2 + 4[K : Q]2. Using 2s ~> [K : Q] we obtain n ~< 2 + 16s 2 < c(s). 
Now we consider ational maps of degree ~> 2 with good reduction outside S. 
We reduce to the hypotheses of Proposition 3. Let qJ :171 --~ 171 be a ratio- 
nal map of degree ~> 2 defined over K with good reduction outside S. Fur- 
ther, let (Q-t . . . . .  Q-l ,  Q0 . . . . .  Qn-l) be a finite orbit in 1?I(K) for ~, where 
(Q0 . . . . .  Qn l) is a cycle. We can reduce to the case that the cycle consists of 
only one point by considering ~n. Indeed, the tuple (Q-L~J~ . . . . .  Q-n,  Qo)  is a 
finite orbit for ~ and Qo is a fixed point of ~ .  We set m := El~hi. Of course, 
we may view ~n as a rational map defined over L, where L is the extension of K 
defined by (6). For every index i e {0 . . . . .  m}, let Q-i.n = [ti : li] be a representation 
of Q-i.n in S-integral homogeneous coordinates. Recall that {al . . . . .  ah} is a full 
system of representatives for the ideal classes of Rs and that the a~s are the 
S-integers verifying (5). Let bi c {al . . . . .  ah} be the representative b longing to 
the same ideal class as the ideal t iRs -4-liRs. Let /~i @ {Oil . . . . .  Oth} be such that 
bhi = fl iRs. Hence there exists ~.i E K* satisfying (t iRs n t- l iRs) h = X~'~iRs. As 
suggested by the referee, in L, we define 
ti li 
(33) t; . -  ~,i , f f~' l~ . -  Xi ~/-~' 
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It is clear that t! 1( are elements of ~ such that 
l ~ I 
(34) (t;Rs 'e  + li S) = Rs. 
Furthermore, for any two distinct indices i, j 
(tilj - tjli) h ~t ~h K*. 
By (34) with i = 0 there exist r0, so 6 Rs such that rot~) + sol' o = 1. Define the 
matrix 
A=( '~O -t~)] 
k ro so / 
and further define xi, yi by 
for all i ~ {0 . . . . .  m}. If we now set Pi :-- [xi : yi] for all i ¢ {0 . . . . .  m} and 
:-- [A] o q~" o [A] -1, where [A] is the automorphism of Pl induced by A, then, 
by Proposition 3, m = L¼J < e(l°)lZs - 2 and so l < n(e (l°)~zs - 1). Therefore the 
orbit (Q-t . . . . .  Q i, Q0 . . . . .  Q, l) has cardinality bounded by ne (l°;lzs. Since in 
S there are at most s - 1 prime ideals and 2s ~> [K : Q], the inequality (2) becomes 
n <~ [12(s + 1) log(5(s + 1))] as 
and so the theorem is proved. [] 
Proof of Corollary 1. Choose a finite set of generators of 5 c. Each of these 
generators has at most finitely many prime ideals of R of bad reduction. So there is 
a finite set S of prime ideals such that each of the chosen generators, and therefore 
each of the elements of 5 r, has good reduction outside S. We conclude by applying 
Theorem 1. [] 
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